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WHAT IS ACTIVE COMMUNITIES?

 Funded by Sport England, it’s a Local Delivery Pilot working across 6 areas in Birmingham & Solihull. Focus on:

 does encouraging people to be more civically active lead to higher levels of physical activity, and

 do increased levels of physical activity and citizenship led to more resilient communities?

 Benefiting from long term funding to help solve some complex and challenging issues and get people active

 Sport England’s strategy – “Providing opportunities to people and communities that have traditionally been left 

behind, and helping to remove the barriers to activity, has never been more important”.

So, on Active Communities we’re:

 Tackling inequalities and removing barriers for the least active people

 Exploring the emerging evidence of the positive link between civic and physical activity

 Testing new things to see what works and working closely with trusted people in communities 



WHO IS OUR AUDIENCE?

 People aged 60+

 Women and Young Families Under 15 years of age

 BAME communities

 The most inactive 20%

The four key audiences identified mainly live in the pilot areas, and are  

“pre-contemplators”. Challenges they face:

 social isolation; 

 lack of a basic income; 

 young with a sedentary lifestyle, possibly obese,

 issues around cultural and language barriers, 

 and the negative impact of long-term poverty



WHERE IS 

ACTIVE 

COMMUNITIES



THE PLANNED REVIEW – JUNE 2021

To get clear on what worked, what we learned and our priorities now

 Themes:

 There’s lots of good work going on and we need to share it more widely

 Covid has had a massive impact – people are worried & isolated

 Start where people are and build trust, connect, remove barriers

 We need to make decisions faster and encourage innovation

 Support engaged communities and councillors to push for change

 We want to do more for children and young people

 Helping people to move more can take lots of time and effort

 More Movement is good – physical activity of any kind!

 What we do and how we do it works – let’s build on our learning and hold our nerve



REVIEW OUTCOMES – KEEP DOING WHAT WORKS

 Value of collaboration – be clear on stakeholders & co-produce and engage to build shared interest and buy-in

 Work is most effective when done in partnership with communities to create welcoming and trusted 
environments

 Facilitative leadership creates value when working with and through local networks with local knowledge and 
giving all organisations equal standing

 Networks can sometimes require and seek out a trusted lead to act as a credible voice to others

 Reinforced that systems leadership requires a shared vision, strong relational skills and the ability to stay true to 
values when things get difficult

 Bringing people together with a common interest or purely socially has proved a catalyst for starting physical 
activity

 Trust is fundamental, working at the speed trust is generated is crucial. Keep investing time in listening and co-

creating, being clear what we can offer, how we can work together and ensure we deliver on our promises



REVIEW OUTCOMES – LEARN, ADAPT, SUSTAIN

 Aims and vision need refining & effectively communicating to support the aspirations of the programme

 Decision making and governance needs to be clearer & programme management needs strengthened.

 More distributed leadership & collaboration within the individual interventions and partner organisations

 Explore more opportunities to support locally embedded organisations to deliver interventions.

 Foster a “test & learn” environment - it’s not just doing, feedback and learning loops are essential

 Have support – including financial – ready for organisations taking risks and trying new things 

 Invest in amplifying system change and sharing the learning into the system

 Review and revise measures and evaluation in line with a revised programme and the learnings

 More “test & learn” interventions, staying with communities & keeping a line of sight to physical activity.



WHAT WE LEARNED

 Birmingham and Solihull Active Communities –

Our Journey So Far

 Vimeo link to the video

https://vimeo.com/566075551/58cbe37a90

https://vimeo.com/566075551/58cbe37a90


SO, WHAT NEXT?

 Keep doing things that 

work – social prescribing, bikes 

& training, growing community 

activists, place-based 

interventions, virtual and in 

person

 Keep focus on the why –

tackling inequality, changing the 

system, building connections

 And the who - the unusual 

suspects, co-creating with 

communities, the least active



FUTURE THINKING – WHERE DO WE FOCUS

 Sustainability – changing the systems, making the 

case for change, building community resilience 

 Unusual suspects – more focus on young people, 

voices that aren’t being heard, those with long term 

health conditions & socially isolated

 Test and Learn – adaptive planning, trying new 

things, stopping things that aren’t working and 

amplifying things that are, building on what the other 

LDPs do and the other great work across Solihull

 Co-creation – working with trusted community 

organisations, listening to what people want, not 

thinking we know all the answers
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SINCE THE LAST HWB UPDATE

 Report in March 2021 covered the planned review of the pilot - now complete

 Agreed changes to both what we do and how we do it, and amplifying what works, such as social prescribing

 Continued to deliver while adapting for Covid 19 including virtual offer

 Built new relationships across the voluntary and statutory sector

 Built on the wilding work and now using the community passion to move ahead and support system change

 New national evaluation partner supporting our work to draw out he social Return on Investment and measuring 

how we are changing the systems locally and nationally

 The Active Communities learning and approach was woven into bids for the Sport England Commonwealth Active 

Communities funding across the region (linked to CWG22) in Solihull, Coventry, Black Country and Birmingham



LDP DELIVERY – SOME EXAMPLES

 Holistic Interventions – new PCN partnership, secured additional funding from NHS to support men’s activities, 

more activities added including growing, links to canal networks, transition from virtual to face-to-face

 CYP Field Lab working with partners (including schools) on youth engagement activities, supported community 

groups to deliver holiday programmes 

 Collaborative working with Solihull Community Housing, supporting them with pop up events and community 

engagement sessions for the residents of the high-rise accommodation in autumn.

 Food – continuing to use surplus food to provide for communities & linking up to the wider offer (signing up 

members to the Kinetic card), starting to design in physical activity like walks from cafes & gardening groups

 Volunteers – training to lead walks along canals, Skills360 (volunteer portal) live

 Continued to support community events, networks, plogging & litter picking groups, activities at Share shacks



WILDING – SUPPORTING COMMUNITY WELLBEING

Reclaiming the Wild Commons was one of the more experimental parts of Active Communities. Over the last three years it 
has become a mainstream concept. Communities experiencing the greatest levels of deprivation & the worst wellbeing 
outcomes have least access to high quality green space in which to be active, whether this means playing, growing or simple 
connecting. 

The barriers to access and use of green space are complex and interconnected – they include physical barriers (traffic, 
distance) but also cultural barriers (not for people like me). Solving them requires a commitment co-creative techniques and 
new ways of partnership working that require us all to ask better questions and think more deeply about how space is 
designed and who it is for. 

By co-creating hyper-local green space that is accessible for all,  Active Communities can bring together multiple parts of the 
system, helping it to think more holistically and with more imagination about how our communities can be redesigned so that 
everyone has access to, and feels welcome in, the places around their home.

These are not just top-down movements: to support policy change coming from above, a huge amount of grassroots activism is 
happening both locally and nationally scaling ideas like guerrilla gardening and tactical urbanism beyond the usual suspects.



WILDING – WHAT WE’VE FOUND 

 There is a huge appetite for change, groups of all shapes and sizes working in green and grey space in a variety of ways. 
Reclaiming space is not just about the grand schemes but also the small interventions on street corners

 There is a huge bank of expertise out there, it simply needs bringing together and sharing. 

 There is a huge opportunity to harness growing as the gateway to creating spaces for physical activity and connection. 

 There is a tentative willingness within the ‘system’ to change but it needs help to ‘get out of the way’.

 The opportunity for co-creation between grassroots and the existing system is significant, but it requires an open, 
collaborative approach. Solving this is about building community, sharing assets, and building skills and capacity.

 We need to explore a systemic funding model to support sustainability of this work.

 There is an opportunity to co-create a ground-breaking land-use conversion process.

 Building partnerships to amplify the work of green social prescribers is key, using existing link worker relationships to offer 
a range of interventions that support individuals to safely and gently benefit from the benefits that green space offers.



WILDING – WHAT WE’RE PLANNING 

 Develop a process with BCC and SMBC to identify land and transform it to community use in a light-touch way with a 
simple governance process. Use this process to convert more spaces over 2 years. 

 Build community assets for example online tools, maps, organising gatherings, showcasing opportunities, matchmaking of 
people to projects. Develop Wilding training and support tools for the community and local workforce/volunteers. 

 Build capacity – field trips, skill shares, tool shares, mentoring, community composting .

 Activate more spaces and Rewild Active Streets - in a range of ways, from bushcraft to planters to led walks and cycles, 
with events and activities to bring local spaces alive.

 Build collaborations for example with Canal & Rivers Trust, wildlife trusts, CWG legacy, West Midlands Combined Authority 
and seek extra funding for more spaces. 

 Funding round table to bring together funders around how we support sustainable community placemaking long-term.

 Develop a Wild Wellbeing programme to support new approaches in green social prescribing, in partnership with 
communities and local organisations.



SYSTEM KNITTING – BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

 Core Group widened to bring system leaders to the table and engage them in 

what & how we do things – support and challenge us

 Creating a System change plan – who to connect with, how we can support 

them, find ways to ensure that the work we do is sustainable

 Amplify what works –

 Measure our impact and share it widely

 Keep adapting & learning and have an appetite for risk in order to experiment 

 Support communities to push for change

 New team structure with focus on innovation and learning, managing risks and 

pushing the system to change, and funding to try new ways of doing things.


